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^ipAMILIAR as is the Christmas tree to us, and as dearly beloved 
jjr as it is to the people of the civilized world, it is surprising how 
very few there are who know of its origin, or its introduction into the 
celebration of the most beautiful and impressive festival of the year. 

Legends there are in plenty, but few of them seem founded upon 
a basis of fact. Most of them have been handed down — with the 
customary warping from the original story — from generation to 
generation. 

The use of the fir tree in the celebration of Christmas, is usually 
believed to have originated in Germany. Careful research proves 
this to have been a fallacy. As are so many of the ancient customs 
and institutions, its origin as a Christmas adjunct is traced to an 
Irishman. 

It was St Columbanus, who engaged in converting the pagans of 
Germany and Switzerland to Christianity, found them so firmly im
pressed with the sacredness of trees—especially the fir—that he con
ceived the idea of endowing them with an illustrative Christian 
meaning. To these people the tree was an object of worship from 
which no amount of reasoning would convert them, and because of 
this, St. Columbanus and his fellow missionaries found it an especial
ly favorable symbol for their use. 

As far back as the seventh century the fir tree, because of its ever
green verdue, was known in Christmas writings and pictures as a 
symbol of eternal life, while a legend dating from the same period, 
represents an old man bearing a lighted tree, who entered every home 
at Christmas time, and granted a single wish to each of the inmates. 
The evolution of this beneficent old personage, with his beautiful fir 
into our own Santa Claus and his gift-laden tree, is easily traced. 

It is believed, moreover, that the fir tree was used for festival cele
bration Long prior to the Christian era, for the poet Virgil speaks of 
the "oscilla" suspended from the pine tree branches. These oscilla 
were small carved or metal images of pagan divinities that were so 
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